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The Petitions Committee should in my opinion reconsider their decision of 8 
November 2018 and obtain urgent change within the Registers of Scotland (RoS) 
systems/procedures to obviate the mapping errors and 20 year Prescription 
problems for house owners. Also, how can legal Title Deeds be amended by RoS 
Keeper Induced Registration (KIR) without approval of owners, the latter being a 
statutory obligation on RoS. 
 
At your 10 May 2018 meeting the following admirable sensible proposal was made 
by Michelle Ballantyne MSP and agreed by the committee for action :- 
 

“ Michelle Ballantyne: I suppose that I am asking whether it would be 
feasible for us to write to Registers of Scotland to ask whether its system 
could work so that, when a land registration has not been changed and it is 
coming up to the 20- year cut-off point—say 12 months or 18 months before—
a letter could be sent automatically saying, “Your registration has been in 
place for 18 and a half years and in 18 months you will have no right of 
redress should there be any errors, so you may wish to check the issue 
before then.” The letter does not need to have a name; it can be sent just to 
the owner of the property and then the onus would be on them. It is worth 
asking whether that is feasible. The number of properties that do not change 
hands in 20 years is probably relatively small now.  
 
The Convener: I suggest that we flag up to the Scottish Government the 
question of an awareness-raising scheme. It may be that it will say that, if 
people are not paying attention, why would such a scheme trigger anything? It 
is also worth asking whether it is feasible to have the sort of system that 
Michelle Ballantyne has outlined. Is that approach agreed? Members 
indicated agreement.” 

 
The submission by the RoS of the 7 June 2018 does not show any willingness to 
provide a warning letter to owners at least 18 months before 20 year ownership. It 
could easily be achieved and give owners a punctual warning. I do not agree with 
their statement that it is a “….hypothetical (and extremely rare) possibility that there 
might be a defect in their title would cause many proprietors unnecessary worry, 
confusion and distress.” 
 
On the contrary to find out when trying to sell property after 20 years ownership and 
find an error in the Land Title would cause much greater costs, worry, confusion and 
distress. Especially with no retribution, correction or compensation available at Law. 
With the continued statutory input by RoS of amended Title Maps being driven by 
Ordnance Survey Map amendments, this exacerbates the errors on the Land 
Register. 
 
It is much more important for proprietors, the customers, to have the comfort of 
knowing that their title plans are correct. 
  

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11770
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11770
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=11530
http://www.parliament.scot/S5_PublicPetitionsCommittee/Submissions%202018/PE1672_E(2).pdf


Since writing to you I have established from the Scottish Government - Statistics 
Publication, Published 4 Sept 2018 and the Scottish household survey 2017: annual 
report, Characteristics of households by tenure, 2017, Owned-outright properties 
(estimated 800,000 households), that: 

Most properties were houses (82 per cent). 

Nearly three quarters (72 per cent) of households had a highest-income 
householder aged 60 and over. 

“Over half (51 per cent) of adults in properties owned outright have lived at 
their address for more than 20 years.  
 
The vast majority (83 per cent) of adults in these properties did not expect to 
move from their current property in the future.” 

Also to exacerbate this, the Government noted in their response to the Economy, 
Energy and Tourism Committee’s Stage 1 report on the Land Registration etc. 
(Scotland) Bill: 

 “8. ACCURACY OF THE LAND REGISTER 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Despite the shortcomings of the Ordnance Map, the Committee accepts that, 
due to cost implications and the lack of a suitable alternative, it will continue to 
be used by the Keeper. It is clear that maps are a key part of the information 
kept and are not being used simply as “reference material”. The Committee 
feel that if there is to be confidence in the content of the Land Register, it is 
essential that it contain the most accurate and reliable information possible 
and therefore it asks that the Keeper take all necessary steps to ensure that 
the information is both accurate and reliable. Although there are continuing 
issues with the scale of the maps, the Committee is of the view that there are 
steps that the Keeper should take, such as taking a more involved approach 
to mapping mountain and moorland areas, making more use of 
supplementary plans as well as the facility to map rural areas in more detail, 
to increase confidence in the mapping information in the Register. Paragraph 
78  

 
RESPONSE 
The cadastral map requires to be based on a single national map to ensure 
that the rights of neighbouring properties across Scotland are taken into 
account. The Ordnance Survey map is the only large-scale map that provides 
coverage for the whole of Scotland.  

The Law Society of Scotland and the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors 
have both said that in their view the OS map is fit for purpose. The OS map 
has been the base map since the introduction of the Land Register in 1981. 
For the vast majority of titles, there has not proved to be any problem with 
basing titles on the OS map  

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_EconomyEnergyandTourismCommittee/General%20Documents/Scottish_Government_response_to_the_stage_1_report_-_Land_Registration_Bill.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/S4_EconomyEnergyandTourismCommittee/General%20Documents/Scottish_Government_response_to_the_stage_1_report_-_Land_Registration_Bill.pdf


The Bill makes the cadastral Map formally part of the Land Register for the 
first time. The Bill also requires the Keeper to ensure the Land Register is 
accurate.” 

The RoS state in their current website: 
 

“…….there is a duty on the Keeper to update and make consequential 
changes in the register and cadastral map when the base map is updated. 
The specifications of the base map mean that there are inherent restrictions 
and limitations in terms of scaling and accuracy. Section 65(3) states that the 
cadastral map is not inaccurate where it does not depict something correctly 
as a result of an inexactness in the base map, so the provisions relating to 
warranty are not engaged.” 

The RoS in a reply letter to me regarding PE1676 from the then Keeper noted: 
 

" We regularly receive 400-450 map tile updates per week from OS and I 
accept as accurate the information I receive. I should also clarify that I have a 
legal requirement to update title plans based on the most up to date Ordnance 
map that is available to me” 

 
RoS Response 7th June 2018 is simply not acceptable, change in their systems and 
procedures is both necessary and essential to protect owners. RoS are the holders 
of the information. 
 
Being personally informed and aware of many Title Deed Map problems, in my 
opinion I would suggest that the likelihood of error for house owners will be constant 
and continuous cause extreme problems for many owners now and in the future. 
Especially with KIR adding to this problem, whereby the Keeper does not seek the 
required statutory approval of house owners for title changes it unilaterally makes. 
Petitions PE1672 and PE1676 have highlighted examples of title deed problems. 
 
I remain resolute in my view that RoS should introduce a professional system of 
advising owners at least 18 months before the 20 Year ownership expires to check 
their Title Map accuracy.  
( NB: At present the RoS have a £75M Reserve to implement a new small change to 
their IT System.) 
 
Also that KIR Title Deeds should be approved/challenged by owners before they are 
lodged in the Land Register. With those Land Registrations already completed a 
retrospective letter and Title Plan must be sent to owners for the same 
approval/challenge by owners. ( To-date circa 35,000 properties.) 
 
Is it now appropriate for the Committee to recommend action by the Scottish 
Government and ask for time in the Chamber to allow the petition to be debated by 
the Parliament. With instructions for corrective actions noted above to be made by 
the Keeper of RoS. 
 
Note. 
Checking could be completed simply by owners in referencing  RoS - ScotLis or 
better still obtaining a Title Map copy from RoS.  

https://www.ros.gov.uk/


 
Bearing in mind that the ScotLis plans are just an indicator, as stated by RoS “The 
boundary line is not a precise representation.” In my experience and others they 
are not completely accurate, I have 5 examples of immediate neighbours where 
there ScotLis plans are seriously at odds with each other.  
 
Where necessary and essential the owner can request Ordnance Survey to resurvey 
their property. If RoS update their Map, it will be automatically sent to RoS who have 
a statutory responsibility to update Title Plans. Alternatively use a Chartered Survey 
and Solicitor to check their boundaries and challenge the RoS. 


